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INTRODUCTION 
Teaching and learning ha\e changed significantly oYer the past fifty years. The 
traditional styles of lecture and practice still exist but are not as abundant as they once 
were. This is due to the fact that research is showing students are not all the same; they 
do not learn the same, or think the same. 
In the classic novel To Kill a Mocki11gbird by Harper Lee, Jean Louise Finch 
(Scout) gets into trouble with her teacher Miss Caroline on the first day of school. Scout 
describes her encounter: 
"As I read the alphabet a faint line appeared between her eyebrows, and after 
making me read most of My First Reader and the stock-market quotations from 
The Mobile Register aloud, she discovered that I was literate and looked at me wi th 
more than faint distaste. Miss Caroline told me to tell my father not to teach me 
any more, it would interfere with my reading" (Lee,1960, 21) . 
Miss Caroline was frustrated that Scout was already literate and reading at a much higher 
level than any student in her grade. l\fiss Caroline expected all of her students to be at 
the same level in all aspects, and was discouraged to find that her students' abilities were 
quite different. Today's classrooms are still heterogeneous; they contain students from 
different backgrounds, socioeconomic statuses, cultures, ability levels, and life 
experiences. Instead of ignoring or stifling these differences, teachers need to adjust 
their instruction to meet the needs of the learners in their classrooms. Some students 
need accommodations or modifications made to the instruction to meet their needs, and 
others need to be challenged beyond what is being presented in the classroom. Studies 
have shown that heterogeneous classrooms are effective socially and academically; but 
have not proven that the needs of all learners being met. In a typical classroom, the 
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teacher instructs to the middle, or the average student, not to the student with special 
needs or those who are gifted. This frustrates the students who are functioning below 
grade level and bores students who are considered above a\ erage. This traditional way 
of teaching to the average student is not fair to students who do not fit in to that 
particular mold. 
Problem Statement 
Mathematics is an especially difficult subject for many students because ''hat 
they are taught in school is skills-based and is constantly building on prior knowledge. If 
students do not learn a particular skill for a unit, then they will not be able to complete 
the more difficult tasks/ questions that synthesize many skills later in that unit. This is 
also true for skills used throughout a course and in consecutive grades. Differentiated 
instruction can be a useful tool for teaching mathematics because it is designed to assess 
students and then adjust instruction to fit their needs. Experts theorize that 
differentiated instruction is effective, but does it improve student learning? Many 
teachers, administrators, parents and students would like to know whether teaching with 
differentiation is effective. Teachers and administrators want to provide the best 
learning experience for students, as it is their professional responsibility and ultimate 
goal. Parents want to know that their children are receiving a high quality education with 
the best instructional methods, and students want to know that they are receiving the 
best education from the most qualified teachers. 
Purpose 
In order to demonstrate that differentiated instruction can be used in the 
mathematics classroom I have designed the following curriculum project. In this project 
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I used a Yariety of differentiated instruction techniques in my daily teaching of a 
geometry concept based course. The purpose of this project was to create a unit plan 
based on a state and school concept based curriculum that uses differentiated instruction 
techniques to enhance student learning and interest while meeting each student's 
individual needs. The curriculum project includes the unit plan with content standards, 
learning activities, and assessments. 
I also designed a survey for students to complete before and after the 
differentiated unit was taught. Students answered ten questions on an anonymous online 
survey. The questions are intended to show students attitudes toward instruction and 
activities in class, as well as their opinions of their own learning throughout the unit. My 
intent is to show that using differentiated instruction in the mathematics classroom will 
improve student motivation and student learning. 
Rationale 
This project is an important and significant contribution to the research and 
development of differentiated instruction because it is written for a New York State 
mathematics curriculum. Many teachers don't believe that differentiation in their 
classrooms is possible because of the state standards and standardized tests at the end of 
the school year. This is especially true of mathematics teachers due to the fact that the 
New York State Mathematics curriculums are rigorous, demanding and packed with 
information. It is important that current mathematics teachers and students who are in 
mathematics teacher programs have an example of a curriculum that was designed for 
differentiated instruction with a unit plan containing differentiated tasks as well as 
examples of proper use of formative assessments in the classroom. 
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UTERA TURE REVIE\XI 
Concept Based Curriculum and Instruction 
Throughout the country standards are being raised, students are being pushed 
harder, and teachers are asked to fit more content into their already packed curricula. 
The amount of material that each teacher must teach their students is unreasonable. In 
order for students to completely understand a topic or idea they need to move beyond 
just the facts or declarative knowledge. State curricula are designed to push in more 
material, creating several difficulties for teachers. Teachers are trying to cover the 
material, but the students are not actually learning. Since we know that changing the 
curriculum to include fewer standards will never happen, there must be a more effecti' e 
way to teach students for understanding rather than rote memorization. 
Concept based curricula and instruction focus instruction around a central theme 
or concept. It incorporates a "conceptual lens." "A conceptual lens forces students to 
think through and beyond the facts to consider transferable lessons- the generalizations 
that highlight patterns and connections" (Erickson, 2001, 22). Concepts are the 
foundations of a discipline; they organize ideas and connect topics and generalizations. A 
concept is abstract, timeless, and can be applied to many disciplines. For history 
concepts are easy to identify, like conflict or change. Almost any time period or event in 
history had some type of conflict or endured a change (Erickson, 2001). Once a teacher 
has established what concepts are important for students to learn, they can begin to 
organize the topics they need to teach that fit that concept, and what facts are important 
to include when teaching those topics. This way of thinking and teaching allows 
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teachers and students to draw more connections between topics and creates a more 
cohesive curriculum (Erickson, 2000). 
Using a concept based curriculum allows teachers the freedom to teach without 
following a textbook. Once the concepts, topics and important facts are established, it is 
up to the teacher to present the material in a way that is appropriate for their students. 
Teachers can then base their lessons on the major concepts as opposed to just the facts. 
This permits teachers the opportunity to design lessons to meet the needs of all students. 
Using a curriculum designed to teach concepts is easily differentiated. In order to 
differentiate instruction in a concept based course, lessons can be centered on the same 
concept but the teacher can use student interest, readiness or learning style to create a 
variety of learning activities for their students. These learning activities achieve the same 
goal, but in different ways ensuring that students learning in the way that is best for 
them. 
Differentiated Instruction 
Differentiated instruction is not a new idea in the field of education; it 
incorporates many different educational theories and practices. Carol Ann Tomlinson 
defines differentiated instruction as a teacher's response to learner's needs by 
differentiating content, process, and product according to a student's readiness, interests, 
and learning profile (fomlinson & Allan, 2000, 3). Differentiation by student readiness 
is based on brain research that shows that people learn things only when their brain is 
developed enough and is "ready" to do so. Psychologist Lev Vygotsky conducted 
research on learner readiness; he found that if a student can function independently 
without a~y assistance or is overwhelmed with a task and cannot complete it at all, then 
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the srudent is not learning. Howe,·er, if a task is just outside of a srudent's comfort level 
and the student can complete it with support from an adult, then the srudent will learn. 
"The area in which a child cannot successfull) function alone but can succeed with adult 
scaffolding or support is that child's zone of proximal development" (Tomlinson & 
Allan, 2000, 19). Therefore, we must coach srudents in tasks that are just beyond their 
masterly level and push them out of their comfort zone in order to have any learning 
success. A Ieamer's success is important for their attitudes, self perceptions and 
motivation to learn. 
Motivating srudents to learn is a difficult task for many content areas. One way 
to motivate srudents is to use their interests. If students are interested in something, 
learning becomes a priority. When srudents are interested in learning it also increases 
creativity, curiosity and persistence. Csikzentmihalyi and Csikzentmihalyi developed a 
"theory of flow" which is "a state of total absorption that comes from being lost in an 
activity that is so satisfying that the participant loses tract of time, weariness, and 
everything else but the activity Itself" (Tomlinson & Allan, 2000, 20). I compare this to 
athletes during a game or meet; they become so involved in what is going on in their 
game and their own motivation to win that they do not hear the cheers of the crowd 
around them. If we could tap .into students' interests like this, our classrooms would be 
more productive and students would be more focused. I understand that there is not 
always a way to make learning every topic so intensely motivating because all students 
are interested in different things and learn in different ways, but teachers should be 
striving to interest all students during all lessons. 
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Students learn in a variety of different ways. They each have their own ' learrung 
profile" which includes learning style, grouping preference and em ironmental preference 
(Bailey & Williams-Black, 2008). Two very \\ ell-known intelligence theorists, Howard 
Gardner and Robert Sternberg, both propose their own theory of multiple intelligences. 
"Gardner proposes eight potential intelligences: verbal-linguistic, logical-mathematical, 
visual-spatial, bodily-kinesthetic, musical-rhythmic, interpersonal, intrapersonal, arid 
naturalist" (Tomlinson & Allan, 2000, 21). Whereas, Sternberg proposes only three 
intelligences: analytical, creative and practical. However, the two theories believe that 
"intelligence is a capacity to solve problems or produce products valued by the society in 
which an individual lives" (Tomlinson & Allan, 2000, 21). There have been numerous 
studies based on the work of Gardner and Sternberg and many have found that using 
multiple intelligences can improve student learning and success. "Even by partially 
matching instruction to Qearning patterns), we could improve student achievement" 
(Tomlinson & Allan, 2000, 28). 
Instructional Strategies that Support Differentiated Instruction 
There are many different ways to differentiate instruction in the classroom. 
Carol Ann Tomlinson explains in The Di.f!en:ntiated Classroom: Responding to the Needs qf All 
Learners that teachers can differentiate content, process or product based on student's 
readiness, interests or learning profiles (Tomlinson, 1999, 15). Some instructional 
strategies that support this include stations, agendas, complex instruction, orbital studies, 
centers, entry/ exit cards, tiered activities and learning contracts. Teachers have to 
choose what strategies best fit their students and the material being taught (Tomlinson, 
1999, 66). 
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Agendas are a strategy that outlines for students exactly what they need to do, 
and when it should be completed. "An agenda is a personalized list of tasks that a 
particular student must complete in a specified time. Student agendas throughout a class 
will have similar and dissimilar elements on them" (Tomlinson, 1999, 66). Agendas 
provide structure for students and a clear attainable goal. Students of all ages appreciate 
a clear guide for what they need to accomplish, and feel successful when they begin 
checking items off their list. Another strategy that Tomlinson describes in her book Tbe 
Differentiated Classroom: Responding to the Needs of A ll Leamers is stations. Stations allow 
students to work on different tasks at different times in different parts of the room. 
"Not all students need to spend the same amount of time in each station. Further, even 
when all students do go to every station, assignments at each station can vary from day 
to day based on who will rotate there" (Tomlinson, 1999, 62). At the secondary leve l, 
stations could focus on different topics with each station having tiered lessons/activities 
provided for the students who rotate there. The tiered activities provide an opportunity 
for students to engage in practice that is respectful of their learning needs. 
Tiered activities are an excellent strategy for differentiating content based on 
either student readiness or interest. Teachers can assign students to a specific tier or let 
them choose on their own. Carol Ann Tomlinson explains that these activities are 
designed so that 
"All students focus on essential understanding and skills but at different levels of 
complexity, abstractness, and open-endedness. By keeping the focus of the 
activity the same, but providing routes of access at varying degrees of difficulty, 
the teacher maximizes the likelihood that each student comes away with pivotal 
skills and understanding and that each student is appropriately challenged" 
(Tomlinson, 1999, 83). 
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Tiered activities keep students working in what ygotsky called the Zone of Proximal 
Development. In his article Whm Studmts Choose the Cballmge, David Suarez describes 
how well his students responded to tiered activ1ties ''here they chose their O \\ n challenge 
level. "Gabi, who tends to select green level (foundational) assignments commented, 'I 
like having choice because you deode whether you are ready for a harder challenge or 
not.' \XIhen I asked Johannes how he was feeling about an upcoming black-level test, he 
replied 'Excited!"'(Suarez, 2007, 63). Allowing student's the freedom of choice tends to 
be a motivating factor, especially in younger students. However, using an assessment to 
assign students to a particular tier/level is equally benefici al. Formative assessments are 
great tools for tracking student progress and addressing their difficulties. Differentiating 
in this manner is similar to what coaches do for their athletes; they observe a player's 
weakness and then make them practice until it improves. David Suarez also found that 
his students were performing better and at a higher level than previous years. "Our 
teachers implementing tiered math instruction have been extremely pleased with the 
results so far. Students are performing at higher levels of achievement, are more 
motivated and are assuming more responsibility for their learning" (Suarez, 2007, 62). 
Grading and Assessment 
The only way to measure what students have learned is to assess them in some 
form. Generally, teachers can only assign a numeric grade or an effort grade for each 
student. Our nation is very focused on summative assessments such as national 
achievement tests, state exams and district wide testing. These types of assessment teach 
students to memorize and encourage teachers to teach to the test, not for student 
understanding. President George W. Bush signed a law that requires standardized 
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testing of every student in the United States in reading and mathematics each year for 
third through eighth grade (Stiggins, 2002, 2). All of the standardized testing that takes 
place in our country shows that we assess learning as a result, not as process or 
opportunity for new learning. 
The country's focus on standardized testing has created classrooms that also 
focus on summative assessments. Teacher's test at the end of a unit, they grade the test, 
return it to students and never speak of it again. Thinking of assessment as a process or 
as an opportunity for new learning would be more beneficial to students. These types of 
assessments allow students to see their strengths and weaknesses and a chance to 
reconcile any misunderstandings they may have. ''When it is done properly, teachers use 
the classroom-assessment process and the continuous flow of information about student 
achievement to advance, not merely check on, student progress" (Stiggins, 2002, 2). 
This flow of information allows the teacher to adjust instruction based on the results of 
assessments and the immediate needs of the students. Allowing students to build their 
knowledge in this way also gives them an opportunity to build confidence in the abilities 
to learn and be persistent, as opposed to become frustrated or give up (Stiggins, 2002). 
Research indicates that formative assessment raises standards. "Studies show that 
innovations that include strengthening the practice of formative assessment produce 
significant and often substantial learning gains" (Black & Williams, 1998, 3). Studies also 
indicate that there is a more significant improvement for low achieving students than 
high achieving students, thus bridging the gap between the two groups (Black & 
Williams, l998, 3). 1bis ide11 alone, that we can help our weakest students and close the 
learning gap, should be argument enough for the effectiveness of formative assessment. 
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Looking at the Third International 1athematics and Science Study (fiMSS) results, if 
the United States had used more formative assessment, we could have placed in the top 
five nations as opposed to 21" out of 41 (Stiggins, 2002, 5). This is a phenomenal claim, 
and is supported by research. The impact of formatiye assessment is so powerful; there 
is no other tool so small and powerful. 
The idea of formative assessment is that students are assessed on new learnjng, 
and then given an opportunity to fill in their gaps. With this in mind, we must assess 
students frequently, adjust our instruction to meet their needs, and then provide another 
assessment opportunity. Not all assessments need to be formal; they can be informal 
and formative checks for understanding. A formative assessment such as an entry I exit 
card should not be graded but used to diagnose student strengths and weaknesses. The 
information gained from a formative assessment can "help the teacher evaluate the 
effectiveness of a lesson design and keep instruction focused on key learning goals and 
individual needs" (Brirnijoin, 2003, 71). Teachers can also use student self-assessments. 
Kay Brirnijoin in her article Using Data to Differentiate Instruction, describes how one fifth 
grade teacher, Ms. Martez uses self assessment in her classroom. "How many fof you] 
are clear as glass about how greatest common factor works? How many have bugs on 
your windshleld? How many have windshields covered with mud?" (Brirnijoin, 2003, 70). 
Most of the time, the student's self-assessments are in line with Ms. Martez's formative 
assessments. Students who are "clear as glass" understand and can apply the skills and 
concepts; they are able to complete a challenge activity. Students who are "buggy" 
understand the basic concepts and skills; they are able to complete grade level work. 
Students who are "muddy" are having a difficult time with concepts and skills and need 
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reme<lial practice or instruction before moving on. '\ ' ithout this type of formaci\ e 
assessment, Ms. Martez would just mo,·e on and teach to the middle of the class. 
Formative assessment is what guides differentiated instruction. Carol Ann 
Tomlinson explains that "consistent mearungful feedback clarifies for students present 
successes and next learrung steps. Using such methods as student self-assessments based 
on pre-established criteria ... may be more helpful than assigning a letter or number 
grade" (fomlinson, 2001, 14). She also explains that " figuring out where they are in 
knowledge, understan<ling, and skill and moving them on from there" is the most 
effective way to teach (fomlinson, 2001, 12). In an ideal world, each student could be 
given a grade based on their growth from pre-assessment, through formative 
assessments and then the summative assessment. However, we live in a culture of 
people who expect numeric grades or effort grades in order to measure success. 
Differentiated Instruction & Understanding by Design 
Understanding by Design is a curriculum design that focuses on teaching for 
understanding. It uses a backward design in which educators look at the goals, and then 
determine how to help students reach those goals. The design incorporates performance 
standards as well as essential questions and understandings. Unlike the teachers who just 
pick up a text book and teach from cover to cover, Understanding by Design requires 
that teachers determine the goals and then plan the lessons and choose the textbook 
sections they need to cover (Wiggins, 1998). The "stages in the backward design process 
are: identify desired results, determine acceptable evidence and plan learning experiences 
and instruction" (Wiggins, 1998, 9). Educators must first look at the state and local 
standards to determine what their desired results for a course are. If a district has a well 
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written curriculum document already created this process is yery eaS). Howe\ er, if the 
curriculum document is not a\·ailable, writing the curriculum for a course should be the 
first objectiYe. It is important that the goals of a course are clear to the teacher and the 
students, if they are not clear then neither the teacher or the students know where they 
are headed. 
Once the teacher has identified the desired results they can then determine what 
they would consider acceptable evidence of learning. Evidence does not only need to be 
in the form of test, quizzes and projects but can also be collected through fonnative 
assessments. Since the desired results of the unit are clear to the teacher using formati,·e 
assessments allows students to demonstrate to the teacher on more than one occasion 
that they have achieved the desired results. Allowing students multiple chances to 
demonstrate their knowledge is important in indicating understanding of the content. 
Students may not be able to indicate on one type of assessment that they have learned 
the material but on another assessment may be successful in demonstrating their new 
knowledge. 
After acceptable evidence is established the teacher must plan the learning 
experiences; the activities, notes, instruction, practice, etc. that they will include in the 
unit. They decide the most effective ways to help students achieve the goals of the unit, 
and use formative assessments throughout to plan other learning experiences as needed. 
It is not always possible for a teacher to account for all activities that they will use 
throughout a unit because the needs of the learners are not the same every year or in 
every class period. The Understanding by Design model allows for the change very 
easily because the goals will remain the same no matter how the learning experiences are 
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designed. It is during this stage of the planning process that teachers should use 
differentiated instruction techniques. The) should plan for the variety of needs of the 
learners in their classroom, as much as the) can anticipate. 
The fusion of differentiated instruction and Understanding b) Design is essential 
for effective classrooms. In order to ha\ e an effective classroom a teacher must have a 
well written curriculum, engaging learning activities that are catered to the needs of 
learners, and a safe learning environment. "In tandem, Understanding by Design and 
differentiated instruction provide structures, tools, and guidance for developing 
curriculum and instruction based on our current best understandings of teaching and 
learning" (Tomlinson & McTighe, 2006, 3). Using a combination of these tools in a 
classroom can only cause more success for the teacher and students in achieving their 
teaching and learning goals. 
Research on Differentiated Instruction 
The basis of differentiated instruction, including Vygotsky's zone of proximal 
development, Gardner and Sternberg's multiple intelligence theories, and 
Csikszentrnihalyi and Csikszentrnihalyi's theory of flow have all been studied for years, 
however, there has not been a substantial amount of research done on the effectiveness 
of differentiated instruction itself. There are many case studies of particular classrooms 
in schools around the country, but nothing comprehensive. Carol Ann Tomlinson has 
published books and articles about her experiences using differentiated instruction and 
observed teachers who use differentiated instruction, but her accounts are not based on 
a research study. If teachers, schools and districts are to support differentiated 
instruction, they ftrst want to know that it works. They want to know that they can use 
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it effectively and see improvements in student learning. Without research to support the 
theories and strategies of Carol Ann Tomlinson and other teachers across the country, 
no general conclusions can be made about the efficacy of differentiated instruction on 
student learning. There is a definite gap in the literature, and a need for further research 
in this area (Tomlinson & Allan, 2000). 
APPLICATION 
In order to apply differentiated instruction in the mathematics classroom the 
teacher must make sure that the goals are clear, determine acceptable evidence for the 
content standards and then plan engaging and valuable learning experiences. 
Mathematics classes are often the most traditional of classrooms, following the lecture, 
notes and homework format that occurred in the 1950s. \XIith the help of 
Understanding by Design and differentiated instruction techniques, the following unit 
plan has been created. 
The course that this unit has been designed for is a local Geometry course. The 
students in this course do not take the state exam at the end of the year, they take a 
teacher made final exam. The students in this course are generally students that were not 
successful in their Algebra course and need to move at a slower pace in order to be 
successful in mathematics. There are also students who were not successful in Algebra 
strictly because they did not do their work; they lack motivation are very good at 
avoiding completing assigned work. The unit is designed with the varying levels of 
ability and motivation in mind, it attempts to engage students in work that is meaningful 
and at a level that they can understand. The unit chosen for this project is Parallel and 
Perpendicular Lines. This unit was selected because it is a major component of any 
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Geometry course around the world, it introduces theorems and postulates as well as 
important vocabulal) . The concepts of parallel and perpendicular lines and planes are 
threaded throughout any Geometl)l curriculum and are the basis for man) proofs. 
Although this group of students does not complete fonnal proofs as part of the course, 
students who show ability and understanding working\\ ith the concepts associa ted\ ith 
parallel and perpendicular lines are given the opportunity to ''rite some simple proofs. 
Students are also gh en the chance to be experts and work with other students who need 
assistance. This type of cooperative learning gives students a good sense o f self and 
motivates some students to achie\ eat a level they never thought possible. 
The unit design begins with the concepts, then indicates the desired results, 
acceptable evidence and ends with the learning plan. Many of the activities arc included 
in the appendix and are listed in the table of contents. 
Unit 3: Parallel & Perpendicular Lines 
Concepts: 
Properties, relationships, parallel lines, perpendicular lines, ratio, slope, and linear 
relationships 
Desired Results 
Essential Questions: 
1. How can two lines be proven parallel, not parallel, perpendicular or not 
perpendicular? 
2. In what ways can a linear relationship be shown? 
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Enduring Understandings: 
1. The relative measure of an angle pair invoh ing parallel lines is determined b) 
their relationship (some pairs are equal measure, the others are supplementary). 
2. lines can be prove parallel by comparing measures of angle pairs when the lines 
are cut by a transversal or comparing measure of the slopes of the lines. 
3. linear relationships can be represented graphically or algebraicall). 
4. The relationship between two lines is determined by their slopes. 
Content Knowledge: 
Student will know ... 
1. Alternate Interior Angles Theorem (and converse) 
2. Alternate Exterior Angles Theorem (and converse) 
3. Corresponding Angles Postulate 
4. Consecutive Interior Angles Theorem (and converse) 
5. Perpendicular lines have negative reciprocal slopes 
6. Parallel lines have equal slopes 
Skills: 
Students will be able to ... 
1. Identify angle pairs formed by two lines cut by a transversal 
a. Alternate interior angles 
b. Alternate exterior angles 
c. Corresponding angles 
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d. Consecutive interior angles 
2. Use the following theorems/ postulates and their converses in algebraic situations 
a. Alternate Interior Angles Theorem 
b. Alternate Exterior Angles Theorem 
c. Corresponding Angles Postulate 
d. Consecutive Interior Angles Theorem 
3. Find the slope of a perpendicular line given the equation, slope of graph of a line. 
4. Determine whether two lines are parallel, perpendicular, or neither given their 
equations, slopes or graphs. 
5. Write an equation of a line given a set of conditions, including: 
a. A point and equation of perpendicular or parallel line. 
b. A point and a slope. 
6. Use perpendicular line theorems in proof outlines. 
Assessment Evidence 
Performance Tasks: 
1. Angle Pairs Exit Card 
Topics: angle pairs, non-parallel lines 
Summary: After students have learned about and practiced with special angle pairs that 
exist within non-parallel lines they determine from a diagram each special pair of angles. 
Context of Use: This formative assessment is completed in class and is not graded. The 
student identification of angle pairs will inform the teacher of potential 
misunderstanding that need to be addressed through instruction/practice. 
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2. Proving Parallel Lines Exit Card 
Topics: angle pairs, parallel lines 
Summar:y: After students ha' e leamed about and practiced with parallel line theorems 
they use parallel line theorems to answer questions about the angle pair relationships that 
exist. 
Context of Use: This formaci' e assessment is completed in class and is not graded. The 
student identification of angle pairs will inform the teacher of potential 
misunderstanding that need to be addressed through instruction/practice. 
3. Angle Pairs & Proving Parallel Lines Stations 
Topics: angle pairs, parallel lines, non-parallel lines 
Summary: Based on student performance on the two previous exit cards students are 
assigned vocabulary using the frayer model, and two practice worksheets at different 
levels. Students use a task card to keep track of their progress and participation. The 
task card must be initialed by a teacher in order for the student to move onto the next 
task. 
Student Directions: Your task is to complete vocabulary and two levels of practice 
assignments about angle pairs and parallel lines. Using a task card you will check off 
assignments completed, and grade your productiveness for the class period. The teacher 
will initial each assignment after it is completed and then give you the next task. 
Context of Use: This is an opportunity for students to remedy any misunderstandings 
that they have and to deepen their level of understanding about parallel lines and angle 
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pairs by using theorems to answer questions about parallel lines and angle pairs. 
4. Equations of Lines Pre-As.ressnm1t 
Topics: equations of lines, slope, y-intercept, graphing 
Summary: This formaci' e assessment is complete in class and is not graded. The student 
has to recall what they learned in Integrated Algebra to answer the questions. This pre-
assessment will inform the teacher of what students remember about graphing lines, and 
therefore what they must focus on in instruction. 
Context of Use: The results of this assessment will determine the instruction the 
following day in class. If students perform well, then the teacher just has to give 
students an overview of graphing equations of lines and then can move into parallel and 
perpendicular lines. However, if results are considerably varied or very poor then the 
teacher must review how to graph equations of lines and give students more practice. 
5. Graphing Equations of Lines Exit Card 
Topics: equations of lines, slope, y-intercept, graphing 
Summary: After students have reviewed how to graph lines they graph three equations of 
lines (one vertical, one horizontal, and one in the form y = mx +b). 
Context of Use: The results of this assessment will determine the amount of 
practice/instruction that students need on graphing equations of lines. 
6. Writing Equations of Lines Exic Card 
Topics: equations of lines, slope, y-intercept 
Summary: Students answer questions about equations of lines, one with slope and y-
intercept given, and the other a point and a slope. 
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7. S lations Task Card 
Topics: Graphing, equations of lines, slope, y-intercept, parallel, perpendicular 
Summar:y: This task card allows the student and teacher to keep track of student progress 
on different tasks involving graphing, and writing equations of lines. It also allows 
students to self-assess on their participation daily, as well as reflect on the effecti\ eness 
of the stations activity. 
Context of Use: The teacher will be able to keep track of students progress, and then 
pinpoint what each student needs extra practice with. Also, the reflection piece is useful 
in designing future activities for the class. If the reflections are positive then the teacher 
should you this type of activity again, if not then it should not be used in the future. 
Other Evidence: 
• Selected-response/ short-answer test/ quiz: 
• Parallel Lines & Angle Pairs Quiz 
• Parallel & Perpendicular lines Quiz 
• Parallel & Perpendicular lines Test 
• Obseroations: Teacher observations of students during work on the performance tasks 
and during class instruction/practice. 
• Student Self-Assessments: 
• Stations Task card- participation, reflection 
• Using Parallel lines & Transversals Practice A 
• Online survey after the unit test 
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Learning Plan 
1. Begin with asking students what they remember about paraUellines, what does it 
mean for lines to be parallel? 
2. Introduce the essential questions and discuss the use of the survey at the end of 
the unit. 
3. Introduce non-parallel lines and angle pairs. Key vocabulary terms are 
introduced through a PowerPoint presentation. Students take notes on 
identifying lines and pairs of angles. 
4. Take students to the computer lab to complete a Geon1eler's Jktchpad activity, 
Investigating Angle Pairs and Parallel and N on-parallel Lines. In this activity students 
start with non-parallel lines and record the angles measures in the diagram. Then 
using the construct tool they construct a parallel line, and measure all eight 
angles. Students then make observations about the angle pair relationships and 
the measures of the angles when the lines are parallel. 
5. Students complete Angle Pairs Exit Card. 
6. As a class discuss the observations that students made about parallel lines and 
angle pair relationships. Then give notes on the parallel line postulates and 
theorems. 
7. Students write the converses of the parallel line postulates/theorems, and then 
write as biconditional statements since both the original and converse are true. 
8. Students practice using parallel line theorems in algebraic situations. 
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9. Students self assess their success on the homework assignment Using Parallel 
Lines & Transversals Practice A and tum in to teacher. 
10. Teacher shows students by example how to soh-e two of the practice questions, 
using out-loud thinking; showing that if they fill in all of the information that 
they know first, then think about the relationship between the angles they will be 
more successful. Students then complete Use Parallel unes & At~e,les Practice, on 
their own or in pairs (student choice). The teacher is available for assistance 
during this time. 
11. The teacher presents notes/ examples on using the converses of parallel line 
postulates and theorems to determine that two lines are parallel. 
12. Students complete Proving Parallel Lines E:>dt Card. 
13. Students are assigned vocabulary and two leveled practice activities to complete 
over two class periods. They use a stations task card to keep track of their 
progress, productiveness and to reflect on the activity. 
14. Students complete Equations of Lines Pn-Assessment. 
15. Students take the Parallel & Perpendicular Lines Quiz. 
16. Teacher reminds students how to graph equations of lines, not written in 
y = mx + b form and then students practice for homework. The results of 
the pre-assessment indicated that all students needed some instruction on 
graphing equations of lines. 
17. Students complete Writing & Graphing Equations of Lines Practice. 
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18. Teach gi' es notes on finding and using slopes of lines. These notes are guided 
notes due to the amount of graphing im oh ed. 
19. Students complete Graphing Parallel & Perpmdimlar Lints Practice. 
20. Teacher demonstrates to students how to write and graph equations of lines, and 
write the equations of parallel and perpendicular lines given slope and y-
intercept. 
21. Students are given a Station Task Card and asked to complete five different 
practice activities. Since the tasks are very sequential b) nature, students do not 
sit in stations and rotate; instead they all start with the same practice sheet and 
work at their own pace. Once students have complete one task they tum it in to 
the teacher to be checked and move onto the next task. At the end of the period 
students self-assess on participation. After the second day of the stations 
students reflect on the activity by answering two questions. 
22. Students will be given instruction and practice in small groups based on their 
needs. Those students who were successful in the stations will be experts, and 
will give instruction to a small group of students. The teacher and teacher's aide 
in the classroom will also give instruction in small groups. 
23. Students will complete review questions for homework. 
24. Students will take a summative assessment Parallel & Perpendicular lines Test. 
25. Students will answer survey questions based on the teaching and learning in this 
unit. 
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DATA ANALYSIS 
Only tweh e out of the thirty-fi, e possible participants returned the parent 
consent form to participate in the research surve). Students signed their consent fom1s 
during class, and then took home the parent consent form to get signed. This low return 
of parental consent forms was -slightly problematic because it caused the sample size to 
be very small. Students took the online sun ey before the stud) began and after the 
Parallel and Perpendicular Lines unit was completed. For the two units preceding the 
Parallel and Perpendicular Lines unit students were taught in a traditional fashion. I gave 
formal notes on the board and students copied them in their notebooks. The students 
then were assigned daily homework out of their textbook to be checked the next day 
during class. They were given one to two quizzes and a unit exam for the first two units; 
no other assessments were given. As shown in the unit plan students were given a 
variety of different learning experiences and activities during the Parallel and 
Perpendicular Lines unit. They were also assessed on a regular basis both formally and 
informally. Students did have homework assignments, but not all of their work was 
from the textbook and they were also given time in class to complete practice questions 
and activities other than notes. 
Survey Data 
The results of the online survey for the twelve participating students are shown 
in the table below. The left hand column is the question number corresponding to the 
survey question. Each question's options are indicated in the grey and the results are 
indicated in below the choices for each question asked. Students did not have the option 
to skip any of the questions; the online survey required that all questions be answered in 
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order to submit the suryey. Table 1 indicates the results of the surYey before 
differentiated lessons were used, and Table 2 indicates the resul ts o f the sur;ey after 
differentiated lessons were implemented. 
Table 1: Leaming Mathematics Survt)' Res1111s B~fore D~fftrrntiated /nsh"uch·on 
?# Male Female %Male %Female 
1 6 6 50.00 50.00 
Agree Somewhat Disagree %Agree %Somewhat %Disagree 
2 10 2 0 83.33 16.67 0 .00 
Too ~asy Just Right Too Hard %Too Easy · %Just Right %Too Hard 
3 1 11 0 8.33 91.67 0.00 
-
Agree .Somewhat Disagree %Agree %Somewhat %Disagree 
4 9 3 0 75.00 25 .00 0.00 
Agree"' .. ~ Somewhat Disagree %Agree %Somewhat %Disagree 
5 9 3 0 75 .00 25.00 0.00 
. Agree -~ Somewhat Disagree %Agree %Somewhat %Disagree 
6 10 1 1 83.33 8.33 8.33 
roa'Ea~ Fair Too Harcf , %Too Easy %Fair %Too Hard 
7 1 11 0 8.33 91.67 0 .00 
:roo_ Slow Just Right Too Fast.- %Too Slow %Just Right %Too Fast 
8 2 10 0 16.67 83.33 0.00 
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Table 2: Leaming Mathematics Sunvy &suits Aflrr D(flrrmtiation lnstmrh.on 
?# Male Female %Male %Female 
1 6 6 so so 
· Agree Somewhat Disagree %Agree %Somewhat %Disagree 
2 8 4 0 66.67 33.33 0.00 
Too Easy Just Right Too Hard %Too Easy %Just Right %Too Hard 
3 0 10 2 0.00 83.33 16.67 
Agree Somewhat Disagree %Agree %Somewhat %Disagree 
4 s 6 1 41 .67 so.oo 8.33 
Agree · . Somewhat Disagree %Agree %Somewhat %Disagree 
s s 7 0 41.67 S8.33 0.00 
Agree _ Somewhat Disagree %_Agree %Somewhat %Disagree 
6 6 6 0 so.oo so.oo 0.00 
Too Easy Fair Too Hard %Too Easy %Fair %Too Hard 
7 3 7 2 2S.OO S8.33 16.67 
·:;;:, . 
Too Slow Just Right Too Fast %Too Slow ' %Just Right %Too Fast 
8 2 8 2 16.67 66.67 16.67 
In order to analyze the differences between the responses to each question, each 
choice was given a numerical value. The mean, standard deviation and t-statistic were 
calculated for each individual question to determine if there were any differences in 
student responses. Since the surveys were anonymous the results could not be analyzed 
using matched pairs. Therefore, the two surveys were treated as two separate groups of 
students and analyzed using a t-test. The null hypothesis was that the two means were 
equal, showing no difference between student responses to the two different types of 
instruction. The alternate hypothesis was that the two means were not equal, showing 
that there was a significant difference in student responses to the two different types of 
instruction. The values for the responses were determined based on desired answers. It 
would be desirable for students to agree, or indicate that the pace was just right, or that 
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the test was fair; so those "· ere gj,·en the highest Yalues. 1 f students an swered ro fast, 
too slow, too easy, too hard then those were all assigned a value o f zero because they are 
essentially equivalent fo r the purpose of thi s study; meaning that the work or pace " as 
not on target. 
Table 3: Question Response Values 
Answer Value 
Agree 2 
Somewhat 1 
Disagree 0 
Too Fast 0 
Just Right 1 
Too Slow 0 
Too Easy 0 
Fair 1 
Too Hard 0 
Analysis 
Once the values were assigned to the specific question responses, the mean, 
standard deviation and t-statistic were calculated for each individual question. The 
responses to each survey question are shown in Table 4 and "fable 5. H owever, student 
one in the before differentiated instruction table is not matched with student one from 
the after differentiated instruction table. The surveys were completed anonymously 
online, so matching student responses before and after was not possible. 
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Table 4: Student Respomes Before D~ffermtiated Instruction 
Student/Question 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1 2 0 2 2 2 0 0 
2 2 0 2 2 2 1 0 
3 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 
4 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 
5 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 
6 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 
7 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 
8 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 
9 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 
10 --~ 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 
-
- 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
12 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 
Mean 1.83 0.83 1.75 1.75 1.75 0.92 0.83 
Standard 
Deviation 0.39 0.39 0.45 0.45 0.62 0.29 0.39 
Table 5: Student Responses After Differentiated lnstmction 
0 2 2 0 0 
2 1 2 2 2 0 0 
2 1 2 2 2 0 0 
2 1 2 2 2 0 1 
2 1 1 1 2 1 1 
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 
0.83 1.33 1.42 1.50 0.58 0.67 
0.39 0.65 0.51 0.52 0.51 0.49 
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At a glance it looks as if the students' attirudes changed for the worse after using 
differentiated instruction techniques. Therefore, it was important to look at each 
individual question to determine if students attitudes changed based on any specific 
aspect of the teaching. In order to determine if there was a significant difference 
between the responses on the surveys the t-statistic was calculated and is indicated in 
Table 6. The t-score was calculated using a t\vo tail t-test with a = 0.01, and 22 degrees 
of freedom; sot= 2.819. All of the calculated t-statistics for each question feU within 
the accept region. Therefore, even though at a glance it seemed that students' responses 
were different after differentiated instruction, there were no significant differences. 
Table 6: Jurvry Question's /-statistics 
Question' 1'-statlstic a=O.Ot 
~- 2 0.89 accept 
3 0 accept 
c.:.4 !li_ 1.84 accept 
5 ~ 1.68 accept 
• '6 
' 
1.07 accept 
,.-'""7 2.00 accept 
8 •-: 0.89 accept 
CONCLUSIONS 
The results of the survey did not indicate any significant differences between 
using traditional instruction and differentiated instruction in the mathematics classroom. 
This fact is interesting due to the major changes that were made in instruction. Looking 
back at the data, it looked as if the students were responding negatively to the new type 
of instruction. Even though it may not be statistically significant to speak of, it is worth 
it to discuss why students may have responded more negatively. Students in this study 
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ha' e been in school at least ten years, and most of them are not high achie ing students. 
Therefore, any type of change that is out of their comfort zone can have a negath e 
effect on their attitude, motivation, or learning. This negatiYe response to change is 
often attributed to students who haYe special needs or attention deficit disorder. The 
change for those types of students is complete!) overwhelming. The changes made in 
the classroom in order to use differentiated instruction techniques may have been 
overwhelming for this group of students. However, the analysis of differentiated 
instruction cannot be left to a single survey. 
The premise of differentiated instruction is that the teacher determines and 
responds to the needs of the students in the classroom. In order to respond to the needs 
of the students the teacher must use different types of formative assessment to collect 
data about the students, and then make decisions about how to best help them succeed. 
Using a single survey is just like having a single test in a classroom; which is exactly what 
differentiated instruction is designed to prevent. 
The formative assessments in this unit were effective in determining student 
ability levels and allowed the teacher to create assignments catered to the needs of those 
students. Students appreciated the response to their needs because they are aware that 
not all students learn at the same pace and that not all students will achieve at the same 
level. Having tiered assignments such as Proving Lines Parallel, allowed students to work 
at their own pace and scaffold their new knowledge. In the Proving u·nes Parallel 
assignment students who were "clear as glass" on the content were given simple proofs 
and a mini lesson from the teacher, students who were "buggy" completed an 
assignment that was right on target for the learning goals, and students who were 
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"muddy" completed an assignment that progressed from below the learning goals to 
reaching the learning goals. This acti\ ity went yery well in the dassroom. All students 
were working hard and needed minimal assistance from the teacher. Students who were 
"clear as glass" felt 'ery special that they had the opportunity to complete an assignment 
that was more difficult than what everyone else was working on. Students who "' ere 
"muddy" were grateful that the teacher created something that"' as at their level and 
eventually led up to the more difficult questions that were in line with the learning goals. 
Students also responded well to the Investigating Parallel and on-Parallel Lines and 
Angle Pairs activity using Geometer's Sketchpad. Using the technology gave students a 
different way to learn and allowed them to see the angle measures change. This 
discovery and technology based activity allowed students to easily see what was 
happening and be more active in their own learning. After this lesson, if a student asked 
about angle pair measures, I would mention the activity and ask "How many different 
angle measures did we see when the lines were parallel"? This question clued students in 
to the fact that when the lines are parallel there are only two different angle measures, so 
the only fact that need to determine is whether or not there are congruent or 
supplementary. This was a great prompt to use without giving the answer. The survey 
also indicated that this learning activity was engaging and effective for student learning. 
Not all of the differentiated instruction techniques were implemented perfectly. 
The Parallel and Perpendicular Lines Stations activity did not go as smoothly and was not as 
effective as I had intended. In the activity there were five stations (or tasks) that 
students progressed through. The first station was Graphing Equations of Lines, which is 
the prior knowledge needed to graph parallel and perpendicular lines. The stations 
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progressively added new content knowledge and skills, and therefore became more 
difficult for students. Students completed the first two stations fairly easily, but then 
began to have difficulty with graphing parallel and perpendicular lines, which is the new 
knowledge for the unit. Students became frustrated and I had to stop the stations to 
give more formal instruction on how to graph parallel and perpendicular lines. · 
Although the stations were not effective initiallv, I used differentiated instruction 
again by responding to the frustration of the students in the class. Students who knew 
how to complete the parallel and perpendicular lines stations just kept working while 
those who needed it received a mini lesson from the teacher. Ultimately the activity was 
successful, but the level of frustration for the students during the activity changed their 
attitudes and could have been a factor in the negative responses on the end survey. 
Overall, using differentiated techniques in the mathematics classroom was very 
effective in getting students to think and practice on their own at an appropriate level. 
The formative assessments were essential to knowing exactly what each student was 
learning and what needed to be re-taught. The pre-assessments were intended to create 
tiered lessons the following class, but indicated that students did not remember the 
information and that it needed to be re-taught. This would not necessarily be true for 
every group of geometry students, but because the course was written for students who 
had difficulty in Algebra it was not a surprise that they did not have the prior knowledge 
that they needed. The activities and assessments allowed me to assess students' 
conceptual understanding by providing written evidence and observations of student 
thinking. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
Using differentiated instruction in the mathematics classroom proved to be 
effective in meeting students' needs and keeping the teacher informed for what those 
needs were. The use of formative assessments provided the information necessary to 
design instruction appropriate for the students in the classroom. Using tiered 
assignments gave students work that was at a level they could understand, yet brought on 
new learning. The task cards for the stations activities gave students an a!:,'t;nda, so that 
the goals were clear as well as providing an opportunity for self assessment. r\11 of these 
differentiated instruction techniques were effective in the mathematics classroom in a 
variety of ways. They proved to meet the needs of the teacher and student in achie\ ing 
the unit standards and overall unit goals. 
Before a teacher can differentiate their instruction they must have a clearly 
written curriculum. In order to begin teaching they must know where they are headed, 
so the desired results must be clear. They can then determine acceptable evidence for 
reaching the desired results and finally begin to plan learning activities (Wiggins & 
McTighe, 1998). They must also have a healthy learning environment, where there is an 
equal balance between the teacher, the students, and the content (fomlinson,1999,27) . 
In other words differentiated instruction does not replace a good curriculum, planning, 
instruction or classroom management. It is an instructional set of tools that aid in the 
delivery of instruction and learning for understanding. 
Implementing differentiated instruction in to any classroom is not an easy task, 
but is something that is worthwhile for the teacher and students. Many teachers are 
apprehensive about change, and the impact it may have on their students. By starting 
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with formative assessment as a small change in the classroom, the only change is for the 
better. The teacher will only have more information about !'tudent learning, and will not 
have made any major changes in their instruction. Differentiation will come naturally 
after formative assessments have been used because the teacher will easily see the needs 
of thcir students and will want to change instruction based on those needs. 
Changing instruction based on student needs is important in helping them reach 
their learrung goals. However, changing too much in the classroom at once can cause 
students to become overwhelmed, especially those who have special needs or are not 
rugh achievers. Students like to know what to expect in a classroom, and feel in control 
of their own learning. Using differentiated instruction should be a gradual process so 
that students do not shutdown. Too many big changes could be detrimental to student 
learning. 
There is a lot of research on student learning in a multitude of different 
classrooms and schools throughout the world. However, there is not a lot of research 
on the effectiveness of rufferentiated instruction in the classroom. Differentiated 
instruction techniques are based on brain research, multiple intelligences, scaffolding and 
common sense. There is plethora of literature and studies on the brain, multiple 
intelligences and scaffolding wruch is why experts can say that differentiated instruction 
is effective in the classroom. There needs to be more research done on the 
. implementation of differentiated instruction in different content areas, especially 
mathematics. Mathematics teachers seem to be the most apprehensive about using 
differentiated instruction techniques in their classroom because they feel that it will take 
away the amount of material that they can cover. If these teachers had statistical 
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evidence that showed that differentiated instruction was effecti,·e in teaching 
mathematics courses that resulted in a high-stakes test they would be more open to the 
idea of using differentiated instruction in their own classrooms. 
Teaching and learning are constantly changing. Research is being done daily on 
what is most effective for students in the classroom. It is an educator's responsibilit) to 
be up to date on the research and teach in the most modern fashion. Teacher's who 
refuse to change their ways because they are comfortable are doing their students in 
injustice. If Harper Lee knew about differentiated instruction in 1960 he rna) ha\ c 
written the interaction between Scout and Miss Caroline differently. He could ha' e had 
Miss Caroline ask Scout to teach some of the younger children how to read while she 
worked with the older children. She aJso could have given Scout higher bel reading in 
the classroom. Scout needed to be challenged beyond what was being presented in the 
classroom and Miss Caroline did not respond to those needs. 
Although Miss Caroline did not know how to teach in any other way, research 
and literatu.re has shown present day educators that they can teach to meet the needs of 
their students. Using differentiated instruction in the classroom provides teachers will a 
variety of tools to help meet students' needs to reach their learning goaJs. Meeting 
students needs is the goal of any teacher, and they should use any method possible to 
help students reach their goals and be successful in the classroom. 
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APP NDlX 
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Survey Questions 
1. Are you male or female? 
2. Do you feel that class instruction and work time was w II spent? 
Agree Somewhat Disagree 
3. Did you feel that the work you \\ ere given ' as at a Jeyel you could understand? 
Too Easy Just Right Too H ard 
4. Were) ou successful throughout this unit (think about homework, participati n, 
and classwork)? 
Agree Somewhat Disagree 
5. Were the goals of the unit clear to you from the beginning? 
Agree Somewhat Disagree 
6. Were you given multiple chances (more than 2) to show your teacher what you 
learned? 
Agree Somewhat Disagree 
7. Did you feel that the unit test was a fair assessment of what you learned? 
Too Easy Fair Too Hard 
8. The pace of the unit was .... ? 
Too Slow Just Right Too Fast 
9. Describe one thing Qesson/activity/assignment) that you really LIKE D during 
this unit. 
10. Describe one thing Qesson/activity/assignment) that you really DISLIKED 
during this unit. 
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Student Responses to Survey Questions 9 and 10 Before Differentiation 
Question #9: D escribe one thing Qesson/ actiYity/ assignm nt) that you reaUy U KED 
during this unit? 
1. One thing that I liked about this unit was that the lessons were too easy, 1 
understood e\ erything. The com·erse, im·erse and contrapositiYe sn1ff were ycry 
easy things that I learned a long time ago. The homework wasn 't bad either. 
2. I liked learning how to write different sentences with the conrrapositiYe, converse, 
and inverse. 
3. I liked the lesson when we did the steps for finding x. 
4. I liked the word problems. 
5. Figuring out the next picture to draw. 
6. Pretty much I enjoyed just learning the stuff, it sounds sad but true. 
7. The shape pattern thing. 
8. One thing that I liked about this unit was writing conditional statements. 
9. I like how we take somewhat a lot of notes and talk about the problems more 
because I understand more and get more right. 
10. That I was able to understand most of it. 
11. I really liked the patterns we did. Figuring out what number was coming up next 
because that was easy. 
12. The lesson was easy to understand. 
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Question # 10: Describe one thing Oesson/ activity I assignment) in this unit that you 
DISLIKED. 
1. One thing I dislike about tills unit was the '' ay the teacher taught the unit. 
2. The patterns with pictures. 
3. I didn't like writing the sentences \vi th the strips of paper. 
4. I didn't like taking notes 
5. I don't like making conjectures. 
6. I disliked the fact that sometimes learning it slow made me feel stupid. 
7. All the writing. 
8. One thing I disliked about this unit was the law of detachment and law o f syllogism. 
9. I did not like the counterexamples because they were confusing and I didn't quite 
understand them. 
10. There were a few things in that unit that I couldn't understand but after a little time I 
was able to understand it. 
11. I don't like trying to remember what one is inverse, contrapositive, or conjecture. I 
can't remember them. So that is hard and I don't like it. 
12. Taking notes. 
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Student Responses to Survey Questions 9 and 10 Mter Differentiation 
Question #9: Describe one thing 0es~on/ acti,-it\-j as~ignment) that ~-ou really UK - D 
during this unit? 
1. Parallel lines. 
2. Graphing. 
3. Slope. 
4. I liked graprung all the line on the graph. 
5. I liked the part with finding the equation of the bne. 
6. The lines. 
7. Nothing. 
8. I liked doing the colored sheets (stations). 
9. Going slow and taking somewhat of time to get through it. 
1 0. Activity on the laptops ( CeofJleter's Sketchpad) . 
11. Graphing easy lines. 
12. I liked working with someone because we could get double the help 
(stations/ agendas). 
Question #10: Describe one thing 0esson/activity/assignment) in this unit that you 
DISLIKED. 
1. Negative slopes. 
2. Most of it. 
3. Nothing. 
4. I disliked the algebra in the unit. 
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5. I didn't like the part where we had to figure out if the lines were perpendicular. 
6. They = stuff. 
7. E' erything. 
8. Nothing. 
9. Graphing I think that it is too hard. 
10. Nothing. 
11. What we just did (stations) . 
12. The colored sheets were a little too hard (stations). 
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Figure 1: Identify Angle Pairs Practice (Front) 
~------------------­
~-------------------
Id~ .AittJfa Pctirs Pr-actice. 
CJa.ify the ""!Je par aa , .. ,.,._ds ~ iWriof; a1twna1. U'IW'Iil:r, cr ~ ntwiar ~ 
I.~-~ 
2. 4,..., .!Jtl 
3. d lllllllll .(16 
,{, l, 
4. 44-410 .,, 
'\w 
...... 
5. ell lllllld.(U 
.. , , . 
... 111 K\1 
6. .(10 - -.13 
7 . .Q- 49 
8 . .(5 lllllllll .(13 
q_ .... - .(10 
I 0. ..S 1111111 •t!li 
I I. "' _, .(14 
12. 41-411 
Adapted from © McDougal Littell's Geometry Resources 2Go TM 
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Figure 2: Identify An le Pairs Practice (Back) 
In 9uedicr& # 13-16, ..... 1h. m~ n 1h. ~ 
13.Nane o pair of parallel rr,_ 
I 4.Nane o pair of perpendda- lr-. 
I 6. Is m: .L R? E.pan. 
Adapted from ©McDougal Littell's Geometry Resources 2Co TM 
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Figure 3: Im·estigating i\ngles and Parallel & 1 ' on-Parallel Lines 
Nan.: _____ _ _ _ 
Da,.: ---------
Dnrasl&qa:BliJI!J AJtsloa catcl PaJ!tclllel a 
ncm-Pa:a.-aJiel LiJIOS 
Nan-Pa-alel Ln. 
Stop a.d Ob..r-: What ~ can you mal.:e about the alternate int•ior engl-. c~ 
~ oltemate exterior ~186, vertical r:nr:j-. and the ~unv. nt.nor on<}- for- the PARALLEL 
lir-? 
,_._ 
--Ah_g_l• Pair• Obss.rvc:rtloh 
Alt.mat. ln1wior ert:J-
eo.,.,.lf =ndre -;.. 
Alt.mat. ectwtar + 
V.mca!+ 
L-.t.riar -J- en the 
IIQI'IW - of 1he 
lla•-~~al 
Adapted from © McDougal Littell's Geometry Resources 2Go ™ 
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Figure 4: lnYestigating Angle Pai rs and Parallel & N n-Pamllel Lines · r nt) 
Name: _______ _ 
Dote~ ---------
htvest;~ AJt5le P~ cotcl 
Pca.aaDel & HcJt-Pcaacd1e1 LiJtes · 
I . To Of-' the ~S 'iketcbpad docu.-.t: 
• My Con-put..-
• Student ~ dive (X:) 
• NEWMAN folder 
• lnv.,..~ Ar.je Pen a-d Pc:rollel & Non-Par""'-11;.-
3. ~ liJ a-d point D by ck king on both. Pres,; DEJ...ETE. 
6. Select the point tool (the dot), a-d place it on the,_ line..._.. D WOl 
before. 
7. ~the point too~ place a point .,_.e B ~to be. Make sure that 
both lir-~ blue when 'fOAJ place the int~ point R. 
so 
Figure 5: Investigating Angle Pairs and Parallel & Non-Parallel Lines (Back) 
8. Select the A'i?KOW tool. ~ only por.t D. ff-.o go to !he DISft.A Y ,..,.,., and select LABEL 
PQt.JT, type r. D. 
. . ... , 
1--- r; ... _. .. 
1
/ r .... . .. .. . .. . . . 
_::_j_•_·. ·_L...:.:...J 
. 
G. Repeat for intarwction H. 
Now - need ta ,_,..1h. ,._ onrJ-. 
I 0. The meo6I.T8S of .U.GF - aGF should snl be n the top left COO'*". 
I I. To meoou-e the off- cncja. select the p<>irm r. !he 50'T>e ord..- ex th.y "'f'P4'G" r. you- table. 
MAKE SlRE NOTHJNG ELSE IS HIGHJGHTED except tho.. p<>Wlts. 
~ •. • l 
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Figure 6: Angle Pairs Exit Card 
Geometry A 
M.~ Nev.man 
Name: ___ _ 
Date:------- -- _____ _ 
Angl6 Pairs Exft Card 
Directions: Based on the picrure below, nome a par of ang~es that 
fit the clos;ificotion. 
I . Alternate Exterior Angles 
2. Alternate Interior Angles 
3. Conlleeutive Interior Angles 
4. Corresponding Angles 
5. Verncal Angles 
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Figure 7: Using Parallel Lines & Transversals Practice \ (Front) 
~: ________________ __ 
Do~: -----------------
Using Parallel Lines a Transversals Practice A 
What posUat. or thearwn .Ju5tifi- 1fw data 1 • 1t about 1fw ~? 
L Ll::...:...:5 
3. / 4- / 5 
... .fl.- L1 
F tnd "'Ll tmd m.a. 
s. 8. 
6. q_ 
7. 
Adapted from ©McDougal Utteii's Geometry Resources 2Go TM 
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Figure 8: Using Parallel Lines & Transversals Practice A (Back) 
13. 
II . 14. 
12. IS. 
y" ,. 
Flr!d 1he ..._ of x. 
16. 18. 
17. 
Adapted from © McDougal Littell's Geometry Resources 2Go ™ 
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Figure 9: L'se ParaUel Ljnes & ,-\ngle Pairs Practice (page I) 
N~ ------------­
~~• ----------------
Use PC~PC~llel :bittes & Alt5le Pc:r.iPs ~et;iee 
Find the ~1. ,_...., MV tell which ~ih.orem you .__ 
I . If 11141 =50, t+-.. ~ = -- by the ---------
2. If IRo44: 45. t+-..ln46: -- by the -----------------------
3_ If 1!1.4:1. • 130. then ftt.47 • __ by the --------------------
4. If ftt.46 •123, then ftt.43 • __ by the ----------
Find 11141 -.f lft.4Z 
5 7. 
I 
. I J ~~-r~ 
. I I 
6_ 
8. 
Adapted from ©McDougal Littell's Geometry Resources 2Go TM 
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Figure 10: Use Parallel Lines & Angle Pairs Practice (page 2) 
q_ 10. 
F nd 1h. "'*- af z andy. 
II. 
14. 
12.. 
15. 
13. 16. 
Adapted from © McDougal Littell's Geometry Resources 2Go TM 
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Figure 11: Use Parallel Lines & Angle Pairs Practice (page 3) 
20. 
18. 
2 1 
22. 
105' 
---
. Adapted from© McDougal Littell's Geometry Resources 2Go™ 
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or 
Figure 12: Pro ,·ing Parallel Lines Ex.i t Card 
Geometry A 
Mss Nev.man 
Name: __________ _ 
Dare: __________ __ 
Proving Parall6l Lin6s Exit Card 
I . Is there enough information o prove at the tv."'O li es are 
paral le l. If so, state the postulate or theorem ou vould use. 
2. Find ihe value of x that rr.ckes m II n. 
Adapted from ©McDougal Littell's Geometry Resources 2Go TM 
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Figure 13: ProYing Lines Parallel- ' ;\[uddy' (pa e 'i ) 
~: ______________ _ 
Proving Linas Parcdlal 
h ~ eno\19i'l ~n iO prove ~ ., p and <;en pcrcllel? If 10.. ttote ihe ~ or theor-.m 
you ...cUc:luw. 
1. 
go• 
p 
oo• 
q 
2. 
p 
q 
3. 
p 
q 
p 
q 
Adapted from ©McDougal Littell's Geometry Resources 2Go TM 
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Figure 14: Proving Lines Parallel- " 1\'luddy' (page 2) 
5. 
p 
Q 
6. 
p 
Q 
a_ 
Adapted from © McDougal Littell's Geometry Resources 2Go TM 
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Figure 15: Prm ing Lines Parallel- "Muddv" (page 3) 
10. 
I I. 
m 
n 
12. 
13. M .. ~l. Ch.ke Two lnes m and ,. are pa..lel They ere cut by o tronsve.....l "" ihot L-4 a-d L B a .. 
ccnoecuttve i-rtericr ~ If llfL,4 = 114' . ..hot is JIIL}l ? 
A. 6" 
B. 8'f" 
c. q6· 
D. 276" 
Adapted from © McDougal Uttell's Geometry Resources 2Go TM 
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Figure 16: ProYing Lines ParaUel- "Muddy" (page 4) 
Ex.rc~ ... I 'i- 17 . .., .. tl.. ~am .....J tl.. <J'--.n r.t • ............., to cl.t.,..,.,. If 
'"I,..,.,.,. ... ~-
u . L2: Lll 
IS. Ll: L1l 
It. L 10;; Ll4 
17. L 4 : L16 
m n 
2 9 10 
3 4 11 12 p 
5 6 13 u 
7 8 15 18 Q 
j 
Adapted from ©McDougal Littell's Geometry Resources 2Go TM 
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Figure 17: PraYing Lines Parallel- ' Buggy" (page I) 
~: ________________ __ 
Dote: ------------
Proving Lin4S Parcdl41 
J. it ..-.'>le to pr-~ 11-- ~ .... 'f •• pcnoll.l'? If &a, .+ate h pe.V..e w ih....., y.u ...J.J .-. 
1. 
2. 
.)_ 
5. 
Adapted from ©McDougal Litte/J's Geometry Resources 2Go TM 
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Figure 18: Pra Ying Lines Parallel -' Bu .·" (pa 2) 
m 
6. 
n 
7. 
n 
I. 
n 
Adapted from ©McDougal Littell's Geometry Resources 2Go TM 
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Figure 19: Pro,·ing unes Para.Uel- " Bugt,':·" (page 3) 
h Ex..d ... I 0-12. cho.o tJ.... -·*-crt 1-.t co..,....._ !!h. r+at.ment. 
10. !f two t~ ere cut b ,., o tr~end ::o the dternate inte<-o- <7'91,., o-e ( """"9""-~r. ~v" 
corp.~try) . tl-.e-, the lir>e< ae p<2ollel 
ll. If two tres ere cut by o tr<n<--.--:.ol ><> fhe comecv e rterior ~"'a e ( con:r """'· ~4..'Tl<'nl\7) • 
c~r.,.} then the lr.e, a e pa·ollel. 
12. if two t,..~ ere cut by o tr·O"'<:Vet=l ::o the eo< "~""3 a-.gle: ae ( .:.:.~ ·. :;upp.~~ro1'· 
co.-rpl<="""fay). the, lhe line< ae paolk-1. 
U. G.·dr.• A 9'7·de-. he:. f\.., ro-. of ' "'9"'tobles. Each rO« 1: paofd to the n:>w irTvned~ly ,...,.,_t to ft . 
E.~~ th.. frn r·ow i: paoF.el to the lo:t r o .. ·. 
t r, 
Adapted from ©McDougal Littell's Geometry Resources 2Go TM 
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Figure 20: Proving Lines Parallel- "Clear as glass ' (page I) 
Proving Lines 
C..,pJ;.te ilw fwe - c""'"" ~-f. 
I. GIVEN: g II ;, ~ I : ~ _ 
F'ROVE: p I I r 
19 
3 
2 
1 
2. GIVEN: gil h. L I : L2 
F'ROVE: p I I r 
g " 
p 
r 
L g i l h 
1. Ll=:L3 
l . LhLl 
~- L2 : L3 
S. p II r 
s ......... 
g i l" 
L l: L 3 
p 
L l : L 2 
r L'2: L3 
pll r 
~=-------------------­~: ----------------
Parallel 
1. 
1. 
3. 
5. 
Adapted from ©McDougal Littell's. Geometry Resources 2Go TM 
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Figure 21: Proving lines Parallel- "Clear as Glass" (page 2) 
3. GIVEN: n II 1"1\ L I :: L 2 
P'ROVE: p II r 
n m 
Lf. GIVEN: p l ca. qllr 
P'ROVE: p ir 
Stutucwnh 
n II m 
L.l = L.3 
L. l = L.2 
L.2 : L3 
pll r 
s ........... 
p.l, 
d .. •r'+t-sl. 
qllr 
Ll!!.£2 
a .. a ritJ-t .,...;.. 
Jl.lr 
R-
't. ~ 1.-. A .-.cr-eation center l-.as fou-~ !.:res (A. lz. b. J.,). Each lane 1s parallel to the ICI"'t 
nvn..datdy ned to it. ~ why ihot fnt lane 1: par-allel to the last lane. 
• 
t, r2 i ;s '• 
5. ~ T rwcb Two seh of roi~-ood iroch nter.....C as ~- How do you 
n ~ ihat ·trw , • pcrallet +o IM m? 
Adapted from ©McDougal Littell's Geometry Resources 2Go TM 
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I 
Figure 22: Equations of unes Pre- a e I) 
-ec '""'-?-,-~ i 
~. ' $.;; \ 0: "1\ -o,.. .;)~ ·-------....-o·e : ______ _ 
I . =r~ · r-oe s!opecr ·~ re· '"'C·o.::ss~s·~...g.- ·~ cc · · s c "' 
· n: O"'or o: o 
r 1 !:4 ~ I I I 8 
I I I I !L 
I :Vi I 
J l I X 
I I 
I 
' I I 
~ - Tell ... i: Ir e 1-cs c ~ :~oe . 
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Figure 23: Equations of Lines Pre-Assessmen~ (page 2) 
3. 1/1/r e r l-e eq ...c- cr o- r l-e re ... t r. c sope ~' 2 a~ ... c 
-t-Te""C:C1 9i.3-
L.. Grcp t i-e Ir e y = .!r + 1 or rl.e qrd be b ... ·. 
2 ~ 
I ,. 
I 
I I I 
I I A j 
l 
I 
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Figure 24: \X riting & Graphing Equations of Lin s (pa,.e I) 
G..ometry A Nor-:---------
lvb Ne..mc:n Date: ----------
Writing & Graphing Ectucrtfons o.f Lines 
5. 
J. 6. 
• - 3 E.,..._, 7. 
b t~- ) 
8. ··-.!. , 
b • 0 
q_ 111 • 0 
b• t 
10_111 .. 0 
b - 0 
A dapted f rom ©McDougal Littell's Geometry Resources 2Go TM 
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Figure 25: \\ 'riting & Graphing Equations of Lines (page 2) 
w'* ... ~......_ .1 ~ • ._ w ~ t~.. !1- ., .. ........._ 
I I. pcrald to x + 2y = 6 ; pas:oes ~ (1,1) 13. F-P'"rdic:ulcr to x + y = o ; pass'" ~ 
12. pcrald to 2.r- 4y 4 ; 0 ; pas:oes ~ 
(- 2,3) 
Wr*e .. ~......_.I fl.. • ._ th.t ~a: 
(0,5) 
l 'i . ~diculcr to lx + .)' - 1= 0 ; ~ 
~ (3,- 1) 
15.pcrald to ih. ln.. y = 2x- 4. and has o y - ,.,~ept of 7 
I 6. pcrald to ih. ln.. .)' - 3x = 6. and has o y- nt.rcept of - 2 
17.pcrald to ih. ln.. lr-t-3.)•= 12. and +hat pas:oes ~ ih. origh 
18. pe-pendlculor to the lne y = 3x+ 2. and has a y-ntercept of 2 
I q_ perpendlo.dar to the. line ly + 4x = 18. and that p~ t1vo..+ the cngn 
Adapted from © McDougal Littell's Geometry Resources 2Go TM 
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Figure 26: \\ 'riting & Graphing Equation f [in s Practice a I) 
~: ________________ __ 
Date: 
----------------· 
Writing & Graphing Ect,uai:ions o-f Lines Prdatfao 
Wn+e ""' ~ of the k"e ..ffl.. the ~ dope m .,.,1 n ier cept J.. 
I. - 2~ b - 3 
2.. m - I -b - I 
3. m - : b - 2 
't. m - 3: b - -2 
6. m - -6: b -
6. m- .!. : b - -5 
2 
W rite "" ~ of the , .,. 1h..t ,......, tlvou~ the rj._., por-t f' ....J hoot the ~ .lope m 
l't . ..9:0. 2): m - 3 
15 . ..9:3. 0); m - -
16 . ..9:2. 't): m ~ 
Wn+e ., .......-. .f the , .,. 1h..t pouet thr~ pol..t f' ..-.cl it poral.l t. ilw ln. ~ the f!l-le"' ~-
17 . ..9:1. 3): y - 2....-2 
ll. f9:2.5):y - 'tx + I 
19 . ..9:0. 1): y- - x + 3 
A dapted from ©McDougal Littell's Geometry Resources 2Go TM 
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Figure 27: Writing & Graphing Equations of Lines Practice (page 2) 
Write _. ~ .f the l .... *'-t ,....... ~!f.,...... P ....I 11 ,_.....,. .. !. .. h IN ....... *'• ~ 
~-
20. f{'i,2): y ~ X+ 
22.. 19:-2..6): y- 2 
I " 
....-r-t-+ Jl---4-+-+-i 
I Jt 
I 
I 
I 
1:'1. 3x+ y- 2 
I ' 
I • 
Adapted from © McDougal Uttell's Geometry Resources 2Go ™ 
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Figure 28: Writing & Graphing Equations of Lines Practice (page 3) 
21.. x - 2y - 6 
I' ! 
I 
t±:-r I 
l •I 
I I 
I l 
I I I 
2t. 'tx + 2y - 8 
I I I -" I - , 
I I I I 
I I I ! 
I I 
t++-· i l 
I I I I I > 
I I l 
' I I 
I 
r-f-- 1 I I I 
' I I . 
L l 
I 
I I 
JL 2y + I - Jx + 5 
I 
·' I 
r-- - I 
I I 
J 
I I 
I 
n. ~ ~The ~ tnodools 1hot total cost of pea licip.JIIng 
n a ~ leagu.. Write a- equatiOn of 1hot h . ~ th. 
~of h .&ape and 1hot 
y-lrrhlrcept of 1hot ...... 
Adapted from ©McDougal Littell's Geometry Resources 2Go TM 
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Bowl"ll Lwgu• 
~ ' r- "l/1 
10 
• 1- r-v~J. 
-70 
J: r- vV- r-r- r-
] 40 / sov 20 M' 
10 I I 0 
012 '3 45871 
.... 
Figure 29: Parallel & Perpendicular Lines T ask Card ( \ nda) 
I+ 
-eo rT"€ -r~ v... 
• 
15.s t e·Aro,.. 
c~ : _______ _ 
S~io11s "Cask ea.:r.ad 
:,tot io n x or e C hecke d 
G-ool-·ing :.q uario-s 
" 
i~~ I 
':\irir irg :.quoti ~ 
-:- u OT I f'~ 
\Vr ii ing :.o_uarior:; 
of Prr o11el Lir~ 
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Figure 30: Graphing Equations of Lines, Station 1 
G eom: ,' 
f&s ~e·A~ 
CIT'@ : _______ _ 
Co•e: ________ _ 
I . A ;-.e g~s tfro 1.5 t h:po · · (1.3)cr-drosos 
- rep t s !;-.e . 
3. Groph: y = -Sx + 3 
',. G r-op · y = -2x- 4 
S. Grop ~: 4x- Sy = - 20 
6. Grop f-: 4x- 3y = -12 
·• of .!. 
"""" ) 
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Figure 31: \X riting Equations of Lines, Station 2 
Gecm:t- ,r Q 
1 ~s 'e · .... -c r-
'cme: ________ _ 
I . '/"/r•e rh? ~q ...c 0"0 ,. 7t-.e !re rro coH~i ·l'T-o~ ~ ·~ per· 
( 4, -6) ON res c i bpe 8,!.. -3. 
2. · Vr•e ·I.e eq ..ot or ci foe Ir e tf.c posses · f.c'-9 ~·1-e per t 
( 3, -l)ordf.c; c s -pe o'2 . 
3. 'N f.cr 5 r f-e eq LCror of rl-e Ir e ~T 1-cs o ; bpe cf 3 crd c ~ ­
rtercept or - 2? 
1.. _ '.V f.c t 5·1-e eqLCt orcf t !-e Ir e ·~ roses pe 52 o"d ... rose ~ ­
rte:-cepts! 6? 
5. lf ( -1,0) 5 or tl-e Ir e ·~f.cse eq ..c br 5 y = 2x+ b .. f.ct 5 !-e 
vcl..e 8io' ' 
6. f.ct is o" eqt..Otior of !-e Ire tf.ct posses ~f.ro '-S h f-e per · s 
( 3, -3) aci.< -3,-3) ? 
7. \N f.o t 5 or eqt..Otion for t f-e li-<i t f.ct po!ies tro '-9 (2,0) s;::~, 
(0,3)? 
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Figure 32: Writing Equations of Parallel Lines, Station 3 
-eom:ir: ~ , 'em: : ______ _ 
4- I 
. lss e·An""Cr O'e : ______ _ 
l:JI~if;iJ1a F;qucdlicJts c~ Parallel 
'LiJtes 
I . V/ r ite o~ eq 1.0t or or c Ire d-or is pore le I ro f.e re ..., l-os@ 
eq 1.0rbr ,i_y = x + 2. 
~- · "/ ~! S th: eqt..et Or of o ~ re ! ~ pones t~rcn..g ~r h! porr 
( -3,9) crd s pc"o ll= l to t h? Ir e ...-1-o;e eq ..ct br ~2x - y = 41 
3. \'I/ r ite Ol' eq1.0t o" of t i-e :re t i-o penes t fTo'S H I-e po r t 
(6, -5) crd is porc lle l to t h? li'1e v.-1-o;e e q 1.0tbl" ~.2x - 3y = 
11 . 
._, _ Frd or eq LOt oo of t i-e l"e pcss r-g t !-ro'S ht h? port ( 5.4) o~d 
pore lie I to t h. ire ·..-1-o;e eq LOTo ~ 2x + y = 3. 
5. 'v'l/rte on eq LOh::r of t ho! i"e t i-ot pones tfTo 'S r (3. -1) ol'ld 5 
poro lle ltsY = 6x- 4 . 
6. \11/ i-ot is t~ @ql.Ot br of rre li'1e t i-ot pcsses fTo 'S h ( -6,5) ord 
il poro~ l t8..7Y + 4x = 2. 
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Figure 33: Writing Equations of Perpendicular lines, Station 4 
-eon-err. Q ton-e : ________ _ 
ss 1 1ewrror Dcre : _________ _ 
fJiroiG.iJt3 RcplcltiOJtS ~ 
Per>peJtdicnlar ~iJtes 
I . ' ' t-ot s rh: sbpe of o Ire perpendcubr to t i-e lr~ rose 
eq~.et b . .a.,_sx + 3y = s? 
2. \/I/ '..at inre sbpe of o Ir e perperdcu ~no t !-e Ire ·..-rose 
eq UJt b v= -ix- s? 
3. 'N rrre or. eq ~.ero of o lne pe rper.dc-.br o tf.e ir-e wrose 
eqUJt bn !,_2x + 3y = 12. 
'· V I-at so eq1.0 or of t f-v lne t l-ot pones t ro~ rt t i-e port 
( -2,5) ond is perperd i::ubr to rl-e lne wl-ose eqo..oror !_ 
y=.!x+s? 
2 
5 . Vrte o eq1.0tio of t foe lr.e rf.or poslles tl-o ~ ~ (3.-1) ond is 
~=6%-4. 
6. 'N rte o eqLOtio of t re lne t l-ot poslles t h-o~ ( -6,5) end s 
P.'r;sercli::~; 7y + 4x = 2. 
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Figure 34: Parallel or Perpendicular, ration 5 
~ ' -ec .~·r-~ ;.':! Cr"'e : _________ _ 
~ · ·- · f$i 'e·Ar"'Cr 
_, " ·----------
A ·e l""j-e 1li i"'E•h?r•r-e · r~i· hao '-9 ' T~ 9 ;~ @1"'0 r -sore ooro e . 
pe-ro~? ""dt.: .. br.or '""e ;.o. ~ r . 
I . Lir.e l : (&,12) and (7, - 5) 
Lir.e _, ( -9,3) ar.d ( B.2) 
.t. . Lir:e 1:( 3. - 4) ar.d ( - lA) 
Lir.e 2: (2,7) ar.d (5,1) 
.:;. AS :A(L2) af'ld 5 (2..0) 
CD:C( O, -t) ar.d D( - 2,- 2) 
u EF: E( - 2,1) ar:a'( 1, -1) 
GH:G(L3)ar.d H(U) 
5 . .. ~ e th: ir.es 3y+ 1 = 6x + 4 ord 2y + 1 = x - 9 pord'e l. 
pe rpe rd i: wbr or l"'e it 1-e-? 
6 . l-letermr.e ·- . re ~ ... c Ires Sx- 7y = -35 ord y = 5 X+ 3 ore 
pore lie I. pe rperd i:ubr or re it 1-er. 
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